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ABSTRACT
ETL jobs are used to integrate data from distributed and
heterogeneous sources into a data warehouse. A well-known
challenge in this context is the development of incremental
ETL jobs for efficiently maintaining warehouse data in the
presence of source data updates. In this paper, we present a
new transformation-based approach to automatically derive
incremental ETL jobs. To this end, we consider a simplifi-
cation of the underlying update propagation process based
on the computation of so-called safe updates instead of true
ones. Additionally, we identify the limitations of already
proposed incremental solutions, which are cured by employ-
ing Magic Sets leading to dramatic performance gains.

1. INTRODUCTION
An Extract-Transform-Load (ETL) job extracts data from

heterogeneous sources, transforms and cleanses this data,
and finally loads it into a data warehouse. When source
data change, warehouses need to be refreshed in order to
regain consistency with the source data. To this end, ei-
ther the given ETL job is re-run and the result compared to
the current warehouse content or a handcrafted incremental
ETL job is used for a direct determination of the changes
of the warehouse from the changes of the sources. In par-
ticular, the operations of the data transformation phase are
incrementally performed such that the recomputation of un-
changed intermediate ETL data is partly avoided.

Various proposals have been made to automatically de-
rive an incremental ETL job from the initial one, e.g. [1, 20,
31]. In this context, warehouse relations are usually consid-
ered as materialized views over the data sources and ETL
jobs as view specifications for defining them. Consequently,
techniques for incremental view maintenance [13] have been
employed to systematically derive incremental ETL jobs. By
doing so, it is tacitly assumed that well-established algebraic
optimizations can simply be transferred into the ETL con-
text to further optimize the incremental expressions. In this
paper, we show that this is not true in the presence of data
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transformation and cleansing operations, which are crucial
for integrating heterogeneous source data. We show that ex-
isting approaches can be considerably enhanced by taking
this characteristic of the ETL environment into account.

First, we propose a more efficient propagation process
based on the computation of less accurate induced updates.
These so-called safe updates basically represent overesti-
mates of the true changes and have been studied mainly
in the context of efficient integrity checking [19]. Second,
we show that classical algebraic optimization rules such as
pushing projections and reordering joins fail to reduce the
overhead of the expensive data transformation and cleansing
operations. To overcome this problem, we propose the ap-
plication of Magic Sets [3] for reducing the number of input
tuples for these operations. To our knowledge, no commer-
cial ETL tool allows for automatic generation of incremental
ETL jobs yet. In fact, even simple algebraic optimizations
are usually not provided due to the lack of a general query
optimization step. We summarize our results by providing a
transformation-based approach to the automatic derivation
of well-optimized incremental ETL jobs. To this end, ETL
jobs are transformed into relational algebra (RA) expres-
sions that are systematically transformed into incremental
counterparts. Using RA as a low level language allows for
algebraic optimization and provides the foundation for de-
veloping a general query optimizer for ETL jobs.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In
Section 2, an ETL job is introduced that serves as motivat-
ing example. Afterwards, it is shown how ETL jobs can be
formalized by means of RA expressions. In Section 4, our
rules for automatically transforming a given ETL job into
its incremental counterpart are introduced. After indicating
the remaining shortcomings of this approach, an additional
refinement by means of Magic Updates is presented in Sec-
tion 5. In Section 6, we conduct experiments to show our
performance gain over related approaches. Finally, we dis-
cuss related work in Section 7 and conclude in Section 8.

2. MOTIVATING EXAMPLE
The ETL job depicted in Figure 1 serves as a motivating

example and has been implemented using the IBM
InfoSphere DataStage ETL tool [15]. The source relations
have been adopted from the TPC-W benchmark [29] and
provide data on customers, addresses, and states. Based on
that, the customer dimension is derived which has been de-
signed according to the dimensional modeling methodology
proposed in [17]. The address data is joined with the state
data along a foreign-key relationship using a so-called lookup
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Figure 1: Sample ETL job

operation (which actually corresponds to a hash join). An-
other join is performed for connecting address and customer
information. Two standard data cleansing operations are
employed to standardize the formatting of customer tele-
phone numbers and to parse address data. A common lan-
guage, such as SQL for relational database systems, does not
exist in the ETL world yet. Instead, commercial ETL tools
usually provide proprietary scripting languages or graphi-
cal user interfaces for defining ETL jobs. In the following,
we use RA expressions to describe ETL data transforma-
tions. We consider a generalized projection operator – de-
noted by the capitalized letter Π – that additionally imple-
ments cleansing operations. Thus, the above ETL job can
be represented by the following algebra expression

D ← ΠAddr(A 1 S) 1 ΠTel(C)

where A, S, and C denote the source relations address, state,
and customer, respectively, and D the derived customer di-
mension. An ordinary join symbol is used for representing
various join variants typically used in ETL jobs such as hash
or merge joins in our example. Most common and relevant
ETL operations can be represented this way according to
the overview provided by the Transaction Processing Per-
formance Council in [30]. Aggregation and duplicates, how-
ever, are not considered in the following, which represents no
principal restriction but allows for clarifying the main ideas.
In fact, there are proposals for incrementally maintaining
duplicates [10] and aggregation [23, 26] whose integration
into our approach is possible, though intricate in detail.

For computing induced insertions D+ w.r.t. the customer
dimension D, standard proposals like [25, 11, 1, 10] replace
the above RA expression by the following incremental one

D+ ← [Addr+−ΠAddr(A
old

1 S
old)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

effectiveness test

] 1 ΠTel(C
new) ∪

[ΠAddr(A
new

1 Snew) 1 (ΠTel(C
+) −ΠTel(C

old)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

effectiveness test

)]

Addr+← ΠAddr((A
+

1 Snew) ∪ (Anew
1 S+))

where R+ denotes the induced insertions w.r.t. relation R,
Rold the old state of R before and Rnew the new state of
R after the update has been applied, respectively. A de-
tailed description of the derivation is found in Appendix A.
Note that the so-called effectiveness tests [9] found in the ex-
pression prevent redundant updates from being propagated.
That is, only true induced insertions are propagated in case
of possible alternative derivations of the same tuple in the
old database state. Surprisingly, the corresponding incre-
mental ETL job performed worse than a full reload (cf. our

evaluation results in Section 6). The reason is that larger
numbers of tuples are cleansed, for instance, ΠTel is applied
to C+, Cnew , and Cold . Data cleansing is usually CPU in-
tensive. In our experiments, address cleansing took about
1ms of CPU time per tuple. Assuming that one million ad-
dresses exist, more than half an hour of CPU time is spent
on cleansing. Thus, incremental ETL jobs ought to reduce
the cost of cleansing operations. To this end, we first elim-
inate the effectiveness tests in the incremental expression.
Such tests are not really necessary as cleansing operations
are usually injective mappings. Even if they are not, we
will show that it is more efficient to work with so-called safe
updates instead of true ones during the propagation process
(cf. Section 4.1). Safe updates represent an overestimate of
the set of true updates but can be computed more efficiently.
Their effectiveness can be determined by inexpensive ware-
house lookups at the end of ETL processing.

A second problem arises during incremental evaluation of
common subterms. Note that the (induced) insertions and
the (simulated) state relations are not disjoint, i.e. C+ ⊆
Cnew and (A+

1 Snew ∪ Anew
1 S+) ⊆ (Anew

1 Snew ).
Hence, cleansing is performed twice for each (induced) in-
sertion. We can prevent the evaluation of common subterms
by characterizing the new and old state in terms of preserved
tuples and updated tuples. The preserved portion Ro of a re-
lation R is defined by Ro := Rnew−R+). Replacing new and
old state references by preserved ones lead to an incremental
job that performed better than a full reload. However, there
is still room for substantial improvement.

The remaining problem is that cleansing is applied to the
entire preserved states Co and Ao

1 So. The number of
preserved tuples is typically far bigger than the number of
updated ones. Hence, many preserved tuples do not join to
an updated tuple, and cleansing these tuples can safely be
avoided. For this purpose, the cleansing projections could
be pushed upwards but with the strong restriction that join
attributes need to be maintained. That way, cleansing ir-
relevant tuples that did not survive the join can be avoided.
However, a tuple may have multiple join partners and may
therefore appear multiple times as part of the join result
(e.g. several customers may share one address) what causes
it to be cleansed repeatedly.

For this reason, we propose the Magic Sets (MS) rewriting
technique [3] instead of projection pushing. MS combines
the best of both worlds in a sense that it avoids cleansing
irrelevant tuples while relevant tuples are not cleansed more
than once. MS represents a generalized strategy for pushing
selections. To this end, selection constants of one evaluation
branch within an operator tree are dynamically determined
and applied by means of semi-joins to another evaluation
branch in order to reduce the size of its intermediate re-
sults. Using the computed safe insertions for generating
these additional selection constant, leads to the following
well-optimized incremental ETL job:

D+ ← [Addr+
1 ΠTel(C

o
⋉ Π~x(Addr+))]∪

[ΠAddr(A
o

⋉ Π~y(Tel+) 1 So) 1 Tel+]∪
[Addr+

1 Tel+]

Tel+ ← ΠTel(C
+)

Addr+← ΠAddr[(A
+ ⊲⊳ So) ∪ (Ao ⊲⊳ S+) ∪ (A+ ⊲⊳ S+)]

In this expression, two semi-joins are additionally employed
for reducing the number of tuples to be cleansed. Note that



we used an ordinary projection for determining relevant se-
lection constants within the induced insertion w.r.t. Addr+

and Tel+. The improved focus provided on the changes leads
to a considerable performance gain as shown in Section 6.

3. FORMALIZING ETL JOBS
In the Orchid project, it has been shown that RA with

a generalized projection operator is indeed well-suited for
modeling ETL transformation semantics [8]. We argue that
the generalized projection also covers an important subset of
data cleansing operations, i.e. cleansing at the record level.
This class of cleansing operations is referred to as conforming
and standardization in [17]. Other forms of cleansing such
as instance matching (a.k.a. entity resolution) and duplicate
elimination (a.k.a. data fusion) cannot easily be modeled
using RA. However, such operations are typically performed
by specialized tools in the last step of data integration and
are not considered here.

In the following, ETL jobs are represented by a set of RA
rules defined over a set of data sources. All relations defined
by RA rules are considered to be derived (views). Every RA
rule is of the form R← E where R denotes a derived relation
and E is a relational expression. If a renaming of variables
in E is needed to fit with the schema of R, it is assumed
to be implicitly performed. There may be more than one
RA rule for defining a relation R, each of them specifying
a certain subset of tuples in R. This implicit union is not
necessary because RA has an explicit union operator but is
more convenient when considering Magic Sets. Note that
the set semantics of RA is appropriate for ETL jobs because
of the prominent role of so-called natural keys in the context
of data warehousing and dimensional modeling [17].

In the following, an ETL job D is a tuple 〈B,R〉 where B
is a finite set of base relations and R a finite set of RA rules.
We assume that a relation is either base or derived, but not
both. For simplicity of exposition, we do not allow for re-
cursively derived relations which seems to be reasonable in
the context of ETL jobs. Consequently, every ETL job con-
sidered must be stratifiable (cf. [2]), and there always exists
an order in which the RA rules can be correctly evaluated
starting from the data sources.

In the following, a set of relational expressions is called ”to
be in normal form” if every rule refers to one algebra oper-
ation only. This normal form can be systematically derived
from an expression E by successively removing top-level op-
erations from E and applying them to auxiliary relations
which refer to the remaining part of E. As an example,
consider the following two RA rules:

P ← πx(Q− (R ∩ S)) Q← σx>1(T ∪ U)

The rules can be decomposed top-down by starting with
the highest operation within the corresponding operation
tree. For the first rule the operation to be considered is
the projection on x which forms the first RA rule in normal
form P ← πx(H1) using the new auxiliary relation H1 for
the remaining part of the original relational expression. In
the next step this procedure is repeated for H1 until every
rule, the old as well as new ones, are in normal form. In our
example, this would lead to the following set of rules:

P ← πx(H1) H1 ← (Q−H2). H2 ← (R ∩ S)).
Q← σx>1(H3) H3 ← (T ∪ U)

The normal form Rnf of a given set of RA rules R is not
unique but there always exists at least one which can be
easily obtained. In the following the mapping normR(R)
is used for generating a normal form Rnf of R while its
inverse norm

−1

R
(Rnf ) can be used to obtain the original rule

set w.r.t. the relations in R again. This transformation is
usually called fold/unfold in logic programming.

4. SAFE UPDATES
Koenig and Paige [18] were among the first authors who

suggested thirty years ago to avoid costly calculation of de-
rived expressions by using incremental counterparts instead.
Since then, many methods for incremental recomputation of
relational expressions have been proposed in the literature.
A taxonomy of approaches for incremental view maintenance
is given in [9]. Relational algebra for specifying incremental
rules has been already used in [6, 7, 10, 27] – just to men-
tion a few. The specification of safe updates, however, has
been solely proposed in other languages such as Datalog.
In this section, we introduce transformations for deriving
specialized delta rules from a set of RA rules which specify
induced safe updates. As indicated by the motivating ex-
ample, propagating safe updates is more efficient, because
effectiveness tests can often be avoided.

4.1 Delta Rules
A propagated insertion is considered to be safe if the cor-

responding tuple is really new or was already present in the
data warehouse before, i.e. safe insertions represent an over-
estimate of the set of true insertions. An induced deletion
is safe if the corresponding tuple cannot be derived in the
new state of the warehouse [9]. Note that this condition
does not depend on the derivability of the tuple in the old
state. Thus, again an overestimate of the tuples to be really
deleted from the data warehouse is considered.

For each relation name P , two delta relations P+, P− are
used for representing safe insertions and deletions induced
on P by an update of the underlying sources. The delta
relations defined for a relation P have the same schema and
type as P , i.e., if P is extensional respectively derived, then
P+ and P− are extensional respectively derived as well. The
state of a relation P before the changes given in the delta
relations have been applied is denoted by P old whereas the
new state is represented by P new. The delta sets and the cor-
responding state relations are related in the following way:

P+ = P new − P old P− = P old − P new

The first operator we want to discuss is projection. The
delta sets of P ← Π~x(Q) for propagating safe updates are
defined by

P+ ← Π~x(Q+) P− ← Π~x(Q−)− Π~x(Qo).

In contrast to true updates, the effectiveness test is excluded
from the rule for defining induced insertions. It must be re-
tained, however, within the delta rule for propagating safe
deletions. To this end, a characterization of preserved ele-
ments from Q is employed specifying the tuples that are not
deleted, i.e., Qo := Qold −Q−.

The effectiveness test is necessary in order to avoid the
derivation of P−-facts for which an alternative derivation in
the preserved state Qo of Q exists. The effectiveness test (in
this typical form) is really expensive because it requires the



additional cleansing of the large relation Qo. Note that state
relations such as P new, P old and P o are usually derived by
means of so-called transition rules. It is not common, how-
ever, to use state relations containing preserved tuples for
implementing effectiveness tests. Because of the advantages
discussed in Section 2, however, the following delta rules are
defined using preserved state relations only.

The union operator is another RA operation where alter-
native derivations must be taken into account. For each rule
of the form P ← Q ∪ R, the following two delta rules are
defined:

P+ ← Q+ ∪ R+

P− ← ((Q− −Ro)−R+) ∪ ((R− −Qo)−Q+).

The first rule is motivated by the fact that every safe up-
date with respect to Q respectively R corresponds to a safe
update of P . For defining safe deletions, however, again a
characterization of preserved tuples is used, testing for al-
ternative derivations provided by the other operand respec-
tively. This time, it is even necessary to check that neither
preserved nor newly inserted tuples provide an alternative
derivation for a induced deletion from P .

The remaining operations of standard RA do not com-
prise alternative derivations. Thus, for propagating induced
insertions an effectiveness test is not necessary and the cor-
responding incremental expressions cannot be simplified by
using safe updates. The propagation of induced deletions,
however, becomes simpler because we do not need to check
whether the fact was derivable in the old state at all. As
an example, let us consider the intersection operator. The
delta rules of P ← (Q ∩R) are defined by

P+ ← (Q+ ∩Ro) ∪ (R+ ∩Qo) ∪ (R+ ∩Q+)
P− ← Q− ∪R−.

The definition of P− could be simplified in comparison to
the delta rule P− ← (Q−∩Ro)∪ (R− ∩Qo) which would be
employed for propagating true deletions instead of safe ones.
Quite similar simplifications can be achieved when RA rules
containing the difference operator are transformed. Given
a rule of the form P ← (Q − R), the corresponding delta
expressions are defined by

P+ ← ((Q+ −Ro)−R+) ∪ (R− ∩Qo) ∪ (R− ∩Q+)
P− ← Q− ∪R+.

Again, safe deletions in Q− can be directly propagated to P
without checking whether the former Q-fact indeed led to a
corresponding P -fact in the old database state. Since R is
negatively referenced, however, safe insertions given in R+

instead of deletions from R are used to induce safe deletions
from P .

In principle, the above simplifications with respect to prop-
agated deletions can be also achieved for join expressions.
However, the problem is that join operands usually provide
additional attributes for the result relation and thus, can-
not be simply omitted in the incremental expression. Conse-
quently, for each rule of the form P ← (Q ⊲⊳ R) the following
two delta rules

P+ ← (Q+ ⊲⊳ Ro) ∪ (R+ ⊲⊳ Qo) ∪ (R+ ⊲⊳ Q+)
P− ← (Q− ⊲⊳ Ro) ∪ (R− ⊲⊳ Qo) ∪ (R− ⊲⊳ Q−)

have to be considered. In the latter rule, preserved state
relations are joined with delta relations in order to provide

the remaining attributes of P− which are not present in the
respective delta sets. However, safe updates specifications
simplify matters if a cascade of join operations is considered.
In this case, the number of state relations within the incre-
mental expression can be restricted to any subset of them
which is sufficient to maintain the attributes of the result
relation [19].

Selection is the remaining operation of RA which need
to be considered. As it is a unary operator which does not
comprise any duplicate derivations, the incremental counter-
parts for rules of the form P ← σF (Q) are straightforward:

P+ ← σF (Q+) P− ← σF (Q−).

These delta rules coincide with the ones for propagating true
updates, i.e., the incremental expressions cannot be simpli-
fied.

In the following, it is assumed that a given set of strat-
ifiable RA rules R is normalized first, using the mapping
normR(R). Let Rnf denote the resulting set of RA rules in
normal form with no implicit union. The set of delta rules
for safe updates with respect to Rnf is denoted ϕ(R) and
results from the transformation rules presented above.

The application of these delta rules is now shown using
our running example. Let us reconsider the rules in normal
form Rnf for the original ETL job R:

D ← H2 ⊲⊳ H3 H3 ← ΠTel(C)
H2 ← ΠAddr(H1) H1 ← A ⊲⊳ S

The transformation rules from above are applied to each rule
in Rnf yielding the following set of delta rules ϕ(R) (here
w.r.t induced insertions, only):

D+ ← (H+
2 ⊲⊳ Ho

3 ) ∪ (Ho
2 ⊲⊳ H+

3 ) ∪ (H+
2 ⊲⊳ H+

3 )
H+

3 ← ΠTel(C
+)

H+
2 ← ΠAddr(H

+
1 )

H+
1 ← (A+ ⊲⊳ So) ∪ (Ao ⊲⊳ B+) ∪ (A+ ⊲⊳ S+)

The resulting delta rules represent ϕ(R). In the next section
the question is considered how the employed state references
can be evaluated using so-called transition rules.

4.2 Transition Rules
Generally, for computing safe updates references to the

old, the new or the preserved database state are necessary.
In [14] it is assumed that all derived relations are material-
ized which simplifies the state evaluation process but seems
to be unrealistic in practice. Therefore, the possibility has
been investigated of dropping the explicit references to one
of the states by deriving it from the other one and the given
updates. The benefit of such a state simulation is that the
data warehouse is not required to store intermediate results
explicitly but may work on one state only. Rules for state
simulation will be called transition rules according to the
naming in [24].

We have defined our delta rules in a way that only ref-
erences to preserved relation states occur. In the following,
we assume that the preserved state of a source relation is
provided by the data source (together with the respective
delta relations).1 Consequently, the relation states Ao, So,

1Operational data sources often assign timestamps to tu-
ples that indicate the time of the last modification. These
timestamps may be used to select and extract the preserved
tuples, i.e. tuples that have not been updated during the last
loading interval.



and Co are available in our running example and can be
seen as base tables. The remaining preserved states Ho

1 , Ho
2 ,

and Ho
3 , however, have to be simulated. A very straight-

forward approach is to use so-called naive transition rules
which employ the preserved relation state of the data source
for simulating derived ones:

Ho
1 ← Ao ⊲⊳ So

Ho
2 ← ΠAddr(H

o
1 ) Ho

3 ← ΠTel(C
o)

The disadvantage of these transition rules, however, is that
each derivation with respect to a derived state of a preserved
relation has to go back to the preserved base relations and
hence makes no use of the implicit updates already derived
during the course of propagation. Moreover, the expensive
projections – implementing data transformation and cleans-
ing operations – are again applied to very large relations and
no optimization effect is achieved for them.

In the Internal Events Method [24] as well as in [21] it has
been proposed to improve state simulation by employing not
only the extensional delta relations but the derived ones as
well, leading to so-called incremental transition rules. How-
ever, this does not help to avoid the costly projections and
may even introduce stratification problems. Therefore, we
refrain from using incremental transition rules so that the
optimization effects of Magic Sets become more apparent.
Nevertheless, similar optimization effects could be achieved
if incremental transition rules were used and transformed
using Magic Sets. It is important that an incremental ETL
job resulting from the transformation of a stratifiable one re-
mains stratifiable. The set of transition rules with respect to
a normalized set of RA rules Rnf is denoted τ (R). If delta
and transition rules are generated in the proposed way, the
facts generated by ϕ(R) ∪ τ (R) will correctly contain the
corresponding safe updates.

4.3 Incremental Loading by Example
Let us reconsider our running example. Given the tran-

sition rules τ (R) and the delta rules ϕ(R), we could use
the unfold operation norm

−1

R
in order to obtain the original

rule structure again. To this end, all auxiliary relations are
expanded leading to the following incremental ETL job:

(ΠAddr(A
+ ⊲⊳ So ∪Ao ⊲⊳ S+ ∪A+ ⊲⊳ S+) ⊲⊳ ΠTel(C

o))∪
(ΠAddr(A

o ⊲⊳ So) ⊲⊳ ΠTel(C
+))∪

(ΠAddr(A
+ ⊲⊳ So ∪Ao ⊲⊳ S+ ∪A+ ⊲⊳ S+) ⊲⊳ ΠTel(C

+)).

Note that repeated subexpressions in the above RA expres-
sion are not repeatedly evaluated in the corresponding ETL
job. Instead, the ETL data flow is forked to pass the result
data to multiple subsequent stages.

In Section 6 we present evaluation results showing that the
focus provided in this incremental version leads indeed to a
slightly faster ETL job in comparison to a full reload. It is
surprising to see, however, that this incremental variant runs
in almost constant time, only slightly increasing for larger
number of updates at the source. The runtime is comparable
to initial loading since expensive projections are performed
over the same number of tuples in either case. Incremental
loading is especially meaningful if the delta relations are
much smaller than the preserved ones. Our incremental job,
however, still contains the cleansing projections ΠTel(C

o)
and ΠAddr(H

o
1 ) which are needed to determine join partners

of other delta relations.

In order to avoid this, cleansed copies of base data could
be stored in the staging area of the data warehouse but
this is not a general solution leading to storage overheads
and other maintenance problems. Another possibility is to
employ algebraic optimization techniques for reducing the
input relation size of a projection. Instead of the well-known
approach of pushing projections downwards, however, it is
more effective in our scenario to push projections upwards
and apply them as late as possible. Proceeding this way in
our example leads to the following modified incremental job:

ΠAddr(ΠTel((A
+ ⊲⊳ So ∪Ao ⊲⊳ S+ ∪A+ ⊲⊳ S+) ⊲⊳ Co∪

(Ao ⊲⊳ So ⊲⊳ C+)∪
(A+ ⊲⊳ So ∪Ao ⊲⊳ S+ ∪A+ ⊲⊳ S+) ⊲⊳ C+))

Note that equal projections have been merged while being
pushed upwards. When a projection is pushed through a
join its input schema may include additional columns here-
after. In our running example the address standardization
is now applied after the join of the address and the customer
relation, for instance. We assume that the input and out-
put schemas of projections are implicitly adjusted and that
additional columns are simply passed on.

The performance behavior of the resulting job directly re-
flects the ratio of updated tuples. Preserved tuples are only
cleansed, if they have a join partner among the updated
ones. Thus, the job outperforms our first incremental ver-
sion mainly for small numbers of updates. However, mul-
tiple join partners may exist and cause the same tuple to
be cleansed repeatedly. Because of this overhead the job
may also perform worse than the first incremental version.
Therefore, we propose a more robust way for reducing the
cleansing overhead by means of Magic Sets (MS).

5. MAGIC SETS
The well-known strategy of pushing selections allows for

shifting selection conditions to lower-level operands within
a given operator tree such that irrelevant tuples are elim-
inated as early as possible. As soon as recursive RA ex-
pressions are allowed, however, the classical selection push-
ing strategy cannot deal with new selection constants intro-
duced during the course of evaluation anymore. For solving
this problem, the rewriting technique MS [3] has been pro-
posed which uses auxiliary relations (so-called magic sets)
in order to store and to dynamically apply those generated
constants. In [22], it has been shown that MS can be very
useful in optimizing non-recursive RA expressions, too. As
an example, consider the following algebra expression defin-
ing the derived relation P (x, y) based on relations Q(x, y),
R(x, y), S(x, z) and T (x, u):

P ← (Q ∪ R) ∩ Πx,u(S ⊲⊳ T ).

Note that the two operands of the intersection operator
share the common attribute x. Magic Sets collects selection
constants for common attributes in one evaluation branch
and pushes these constants into the other one. Let us assume
we want to push selection constants for x coming from the
left operand of the intersection. To this end, MS introduces
the magic relation m H(x) which dynamically accumulates
corresponding selection constants using the rule:

m H ← Πx(Q ∪R)
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Figure 2: Magic Updates rewritten sample ETL job

This auxiliary relation represents a subquery which is em-
ployed to restrict the right-hand evaluation branch. To this
end, its selection constants are applied to the join operands
by introducing two semi-joins:

P ← (Q ∪R) ∪ Πx((m H ⋊ S) ⊲⊳ (m H ⋊ T ))

Under the assumption that S and T are quite large in com-
parison to the size of Q ∪ R and there is a low selectiv-
ity of the tuples in m H , the argument sizes of the join
and intersection operators are considerably reduced. Ob-
viously, Magic Sets applied this way does not always lead
to an improved evaluation. Generally, the optimization ef-
fects strongly depend on relation sizes, selectivities as well
as the chosen strategy of generating and passing selection
constants. Another strategy, for example, would be to push
selection constants from the right-hand evaluation branch
into the left one. In this way, the joining tuples of S and T
provide selection constants for the union operator:

P ← ((m H ⋊ Q) ∪ (m H ⋊ R)) ∪Πx(S ⊲⊳ T )
m H ← Πx(S ⊲⊳ T )

This MS transformed rule would outperform the original one
if S ⊲⊳ T is much smaller than Q ∪R. In general, the bene-
fits of using MS are difficult to estimate in advance. In the
next section, however, we show how Magic Sets can achieve
robust improvements in the context of update propagation.

5.1 Magic Updates
In [4] we proposed to use Magic Sets for optimizing the

state evaluation of incremental RA expressions. To this end,
the tuples of delta relations are considered as abstract sub-
queries on the state relations occurring within the same re-
lational expression. Evaluating these queries with respect to
the incremental ETL job has the advantage that the respec-
tive state relations will only be partially materialized with
a focus on the derived delta facts.

As an example, consider again the RA expression from
the previous section for defining the derived relation P (x, y).
Suppose we want to incrementally compute the induced in-
sertions P+ of P resulting from a given insertion into Q.
The corresponding safe update specification is defined by

P+ ← Q+ ∩ Πx(So ⊲⊳ T o).

Obviously, MS should be applied to restrict the evaluation
of the right-hand operand of the intersection using the small
number of tuples in Q+:

P+ ← Q+ − Πx((m H ⋊ So) ⊲⊳ (m H ⋊ T o))
m H ← Πx(Q+)

Under the assumption that delta relations are considerably
smaller than state relations, the application of MS gains
reliable optimization effects. In the Magic Updates (MU)
approach [4], all state relations are optimized in this way.
To this end, all relevant subqueries in the set of incremental
RA rules ϕ(R) are collected first. A relevant subquery can
be constructed from any subexpression of the form Rπ ⋄ So

in ϕ(R) where Rπ and So is a delta respectively derived
preserved relation state with π ∈ {+,−} and ⋄ ∈ {∩,−, ⊲⊳}.
Note that we deliberately defined our transformation rules
for safe updates in such a way, that a state relation So is
always applied together with a delta relation Rπ. Thus, a
corresponding subquery rule of the form m So ← Π~x(Rπ)
can be used to collect selection constants of Rπ. Afterwards,
the MS rewriting is applied to the set of transition rules
τ (R) with respect to the subqueries collected before. Since
ϕ(R) ∪ τ (R) is stratifiable, the MU approach is sound and
complete, i.e., every included delta relation correctly repre-
sent the induced changes of the given ETL job.

Note that the application of MS to an hierarchical set
of RA rules may introduce recursive cycles. Several pro-
posals have been made in the literature (e.g.[12]) to avoid
this problem as recursion is not supported by state-of-the-
art ETL tools. On the other hand, our method can also be
applied to recursive ETL jobs (in case stratifiable recursion
will be provided in the future) as MS is especially suited
for optimizing recursive expressions. This time, however,
the stratification property may even be lost but an efficient
evaluation technique for such MU transformed expression
has been already proposed in [4].

5.2 Magic Updates Transformed ETL-Jobs
Let us reconsider our running example. The rules in nor-

mal form Rnf for the original ETL job R are:

D ← H2 ⊲⊳ H3 H3 ← ΠTel(C)
H2 ← ΠAddr(H1) H1 ← A ⊲⊳ B

In order to indicate the principal data flow, we provide sim-
plified schemas of the base relations with columns for pri-
mary keys and foreign keys, only. Let us assume the schemas
are A(a, s), S(s), C(c, a) where a, s, and c denote the pri-
mary keys of A, S, and C, respectively. As the next step, the
rules of the differential calculus are applied to Rnf yielding
the set of delta rules ϕ(R):

D+ ← (H+
2 ⊲⊳ Ho

3 ) ∪ (Ho
2 ⊲⊳ H+

3 ) ∪ (H+
2 ⊲⊳ H+

3 )
H+

2 ← ΠAddr(H
+
1 ) H+

3 ← ΠTel(C
+)

H+
1 ← (A+ ⊲⊳ So) ∪ (Ao ⊲⊳ S+) ∪ (A+ ⊲⊳ S+)
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Figure 3: Evaluation results

The required transition rules are given by τ (R):

Ho
1 ← Ao ⊲⊳ So Ho

2 ← ΠAddr(H
o
1 )

Ho
3 ← ΠTel(C

o)

The delta relations A+, S+, C+, H+
1 , H+

2 , and H+
3 in ϕ(R)

are now considered to be subqueries providing selection con-
stants for the respective state relations Ao, So, Ho

3 , and Ho
2 .

Since A and B represent base relations, however, only the
following subquery rules for Ho

2 and Ho
3 are added:

m Ho
2 ← Πa(H+

3 ) m Ho
3 ← Πa(H+

2 )

These two subqueries are used to determine the MS trans-
formed transition rules which yields

Ho
2 ← ΠAddr (m Ho

2 ⋊ Ho
1 ) m Ho

1 ← m Ho
2

Ho
1 ← (m Ho

1 ⋊ Ao) ⊲⊳ So Ho
3 ← ΠTel(m Ho

3 ⋊ Co).

Note that the magic set relations participate in semi-joins
to eliminate irrelevant tuples as early as possible. This way,
the input relations of the generalized projections ΠTel and
ΠAddr are minimized. In general, MU rewritten jobs com-
bine the advantages of both types of incremental load jobs
seen before. Like the jobs based on traditional update prop-
agation, the MU rewritten jobs do not cleanse tuples more
than once. Like the jobs based on the “projection pushup”
heuristic, the MU rewritten jobs do not cleanse base tuples
that do not join to delta tuples. The MU rewritten ETL job
shown in Figure 2 is obtained by folding back the introduced
auxiliary relations by using norm

−1

R
.

6. EVALUATION
We evaluated the different incremental ETL jobs shown

above using test data generated according to the TPC-W
benchmark specification [29]. Note that the customer re-
lation and the address relation join losslessly and that ad-
dresses are uniformly distributed w.r.t. customers. We per-
formed our experiments on an SMP system equipped with
two quad-core processor at 2.0 GHz and 8GB RAM and the
ETL tool IBM Infosphere DataStage.

We stepwise increased the number of updates at the sources
and measured the time required for propagating the result-
ing changes. Throughout the experiment the cardinality of
the customer relations was fixed at 1,000,000 rows. The
cardinality of the address relation was set to 1,000,000 rows,
500,000 rows, and 100,000 rows. The measurement results

are depicted in Figure 3. The time required for initial load-
ing is independent of the number of updates and has been
added to the diagrams as point of reference only. A full
reload works like an initial load but compares the result
data to the warehouse content in order to infer changes.
Hence, a full reload is slightly more expensive than the ini-
tial one. The incremental ETL job based on traditional
update propagation approaches performed worse than any
other throughout our experiments because of the cleansing
overhead.

The incremental ETL jobs based on less accurate safe up-
dates, however, performed better than full reload. Inter-
estingly, its overall costs are already high for small update
volumes and increase only slightly for larger update vol-
umes. The reason is that the entire (preserved) base data is
cleansed in either case. In order to reduce the overhead, we
introduced a refined incremental job where expensive cleans-
ing operations are pushed upwards. The resulting job shows
competitive results when customer and address tuples cor-
respond to each other one-to-one (see the left-hand side di-
agram). However, in case of a many-to-one correspondence,
the job cannot maintain its lead because of address data
repeatedly cleansed (see the middle and right-hand side di-
agram). The MU transformed ETL job for computing safe
insertions performed best in all cases. Note that logarithmic
scale is needed in order to show its dramatic performance
gain. It is interesting to see, that the more complicated
MU job becomes more expensive than initial loading only
after more than 80% of changes. Thus, the computational
overhead introduced in comparison to the initial ETL job
remains relatively small.

7. RELATED WORK
ETL processing has received considerable attention in the

data integration community and numerous commercial ETL
tools are currently available. According to [17], 70% of the
warehouse implementation and maintenance effort is spent
on the ETL system. The most extensive academic study
on the logical optimization of ETL jobs is by Simitsis et
al.[28]. However, the generation and optimization of incre-
mental ETL jobs has not been considered.

Incremental maintenance of warehouses has been studied
in various publications, without explicitly mentioning ETL,
though. While general view maintenance techniques are dis-
cussed in [6, 7, 5, 10, 11, 13], the specific maintenance prob-
lems in a warehouse environment are considered, e.g., in [20].



The underlying approach, however, is based on the propaga-
tion of true updates and ordinary rules of algebraic optimiza-
tion. Thus, our approach based on safe updates and Magic
Sets allows for further refinement. Other related work on
view maintenance in warehousing focused on maintenance
anomalies which may arise over decoupled sources [1, 32].
However, preventing maintenance anomalies is really an or-
thogonal problem to the one discussed in this paper. The
automated generation of incremental ETL jobs is already
proposed in [31]. But again, this transformation-based ap-
proach follows standard view maintenance techniques. The
derivation of incremental ETL jobs has been already dis-
cussed by us in [16]. In contrast to the paper at hand,
however, this work was focused on update propagation in
the presence of incomplete information on source changes.
The application of Magic Sets for an efficient computation
of true updates has been already proposed by the authors
in [4] but with no focus on the warehouse context.

8. CONCLUSION
We have shown that standard approaches to incremen-

tal warehouse maintenance are not efficient in the presence
of data cleansing. Therefore, we presented a new approach
based on the propagation of less accurate safe updates and
Magic Sets optimized state relations. Our evaluation results
prove the effectiveness and robustness of this method. How-
ever, we have not considered bags semantics and aggregation
yet. By generalizing previous work [23, 22], their integration
into our approach is possible which would lead to an even
more realistic ETL model. Therefore, we believe that our
work provides a basis for a general ETL optimizer.
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APPENDIX

A. DELTA RULES FOR TRUE UPDATES
For the reader’s convenience, we recall traditional delta

rules for true updates introduced by Griffin et al. [11]. The
authors correct and improve earlier work by Qian and Wieder-
hold [25]. Several authors proposed to follow this approach
to incrementally maintain warehouse relations, e.g. [1, 20,
31]. The delta rules by Griffin et al. are presented in Table 1.
Note that they have been adapted to the notation used in
this paper.

P ← σF (Q) P+ ← σF (Q+)

P− ← σF (Q−)

P ← ΠA(Q) P+ ← ΠA(Q+)− ΠA(Qold)

P− ← ΠA(Q−)−ΠA(Qnew )

P ← (Q ∪R) P+ ← (Q+ −Rold) ∪ (R+ −Qold)

P− ← (Q− −Rnew ) ∪ (R− −Qnew )

P ← (Q ∩R) P+ ← (Q+ ∩Rnew ) ∪ (R+ ∩Qnew )

P− ← (Q− ∩Rold) ∪ (R− ∩Qold)

P ← (Q−R) P+ ← (Q+ −Rnew ) ∪ (R− ∩Qnew )

P− ← (Q− −Rold) ∪ (R+ ∩Qold)

P ← (Q 1 R) P+ ← (Q+
1 Rnew ) ∪ (R+

1 Qnew )

P− ← (Q−
1 Rold) ∪ (R−

1 Qold)

Table 1: Delta rules by Griffin et al.

Intuitively, these delta rules can be understood as follows.

• Selection: An inserted tuple is propagated through a
selection, if it satisfies the filter predicate. A deletion
is propagated through a selection, if the tuple used to
satisfy the filter predicate.

• Projection: An inserted tuple is propagated through a
projection, if no alternative derivation existed before
the change. A deletion is through the projection, if no
alternative derivation remains after the change.

• Union: A new tuple appears in the union of two re-
lations, if it is inserted into at least one relation and
has not been in the other before. A tuple disappears
from the union, if it has been deleted from at least one
relation and is not in the other any longer.

• Intersection: A new tuple appears in the intersection of
two relations, if it is inserted into at least one relation
and also present in the other one. A tuple disappears
from an intersection, if it is deleted from at least one
relation and used to be in the other before the change.

• Difference: A new tuple appears in the difference of
relations Q and R, if it has been inserted to Q and is

not in R after the change, or if it has been deleted from
R and is in Q after the change. A tuple disappears
from the difference of Q and R, if it has been deleted
from Q and has not been in R before the change, or if
it has been inserted to R and has been in Q before the
change.

• Join: New tuples appear in the join of two relations, if
a tuple inserted into one relation joins to tuples in the
other one. Tuples disappear from the join, if a tuple
deleted from one relation used to join to tuples in the
other one before the change.

Reconsider the expression presented as motivating exam-
ple in Section 2.

D ← ΠAddr (A 1 S)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

H1

︸ ︷︷ ︸

H2

1 ΠTel(C)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

H3

An incremental expression for induced insertions is derived
by recursively applying the above delta rules. For ease of
presentation we introduced the auxiliary relations H1, H2,
and H3. This results into the following set of expressions.

D
+ ← (H+

2 1 H
new

3 ) ∪ (H+
3 1 H

new

2 )

H
+
2 ← ΠAddr (H

+
1 )− ΠAddr (H

old

1 )

H
+
3 ← ΠTel(C

+)−ΠTel(C
old)

H
+
1 ← (A+

1 S
new ) ∪ (S+

1 A
new )

Note that the above expression refers to Hold
1 , Hnew

2 , and
Hnew

3 that are not directly available. However, it is straight-
forward to simulate these relations based on the initial ex-
pression.

H
old

1 ← A
old

1 S
old

H
new

2 ← ΠAddr (A
new

1 S
new )

H
new

3 ← ΠTel(C
new )

The resulting incremental expression computes insertions
D+ induced into relation D by insertions A+, C+, and S+

at the base relations A, C, and S, respectively.


